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Abstract: The area of “machine learning” is into its golden era because of its features and aspects due to which “deep learning” has became the ruler in the domain as it uses numerous layers where each layer represents data abstractions required to construct computational models by enabling “deep learning” algorithms that are “generative adversarial networks, conventional neural networks, and model transfers” that entirely customizes our insight of how the data is processed and information is attained as the opening of consideration behind it is extreme because the domain is never previously symbolize multi scope perspective due to be deficient in core understanding that leads to controlling methods such as black box machines that restrain development of basic levels as “deep learning” which is repeatedly perceived as tentative blocks in machine learning. In this paper we present a thorough assessment of past and present state of art that does not retreat in visual or audio and text processing aspects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the present era “machine learning is becoming popular in the research that is incorporated in a maximum number of applications that includes multimedia concepts that extensively use machine-learning algorithms called as deep learning known as representation learning [1] based applications. There is a huge growth in availability of data that depicts remarkable advancement in hardware technologies that leads to newer studies imparted to distributed and deep learning aspects. The inception of deep learning is through the conventional neural networks that tends to outperforms its predecessors by utilizing graph technologies imparted on neurons to create layered learning models that promises results over applications related to Natural Language Processing (NLP), visual data processing, speech and audio processing, and many other well-known applications” [2, 3]. When we specify about the compentence of “machine learning algorithms” which depends on the depiction of the input data as the bad data represents lower performance when compared with good data representation. Hence this leads the feature engineering or the research trends in “machine learning” for an comprehensive time by imparting raw data over many research domains with significant human effort.

“Deep learning” algorithms are used to implement feature extraction in a automated way with a limited field knowledge along with the human struggle [4] as these algorithms comprises of layered architecture of representing data with many features such as data extraction be capable of performing over preceding layers that exists in the networks even when the features are attained from the bottom layers are inspired as “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” over a human brain impact. In a general scenario a human brains will be repeatedly extract data from distinct scenes in distinct ways by getting them from end to end furthers that classify data objects which are main sources of information to “deep learning” which further represents the IQ level of human brain. Due to this in almost all areas “deep learning” is considered to be the preferred research area by most of the present day researchers and in this paper we provide a survey report on the “machine learning” aspects over “deep learning”.

“Developing a machine that can replicate human brains is a mere dream since ages for many centuries as the deep learning has been initiated in early 300 B.C. when Aristotle proposed associationism which started the history of humans’ ambition in trying to understand the brain, since such an idea requires the scientists to understand the mechanism of human recognition systems. The modern history of deep learning started in 1943 when the McCulloch-Pitts (MCP) model was introduced and became known as the prototype of artificial neural models [5]. They created a computer model based on the neural networks functionally mimicking neo cortex in human brains [6]. The combination of the algorithms and mathematics called threshold logic was used in their model to mimic the human thought process but not to learn. Since then deep learning has evolved steadily with a few significant milestones in its development”.

1 DEEP LEARNING NETWORKS

Many popular “deep learning” networks exists as represented in below table, Table 1,that comprises of key points and networks information, due to immense research in this area many new networks and their architectures appear on a weekly basis.

2.1 Recursive Neural Network (RvNN) [15]
The RvNN [15] will perform hierarchical predictions in a constructive manner for performing classification to attain the outputs using compositional vectors as it is mostly inspired by “Recursive Auto associative memory (RAAM)” [15] the architecture that creates process objects in a structured subjective shape similar to trees or graphs where the process will utilize iterative nature of data structures with distinct volume and generates constant width that is distributes the process using “Back propagation Through Structure (BTS) learning scheme” used to train the network [15] using standard back propagation algorithm by supporting tree-like structure by imposing auto association training set to re generate the intended pattern over the input layer with the output layer desired. Socher et al [16] has developed a RvNN architecture that is capable of handling inputs with distinct modalities by implementing results over two examples using RvNN for classification of natural images to generate natural language sentences by separating images into various segments with distinct interest where a sentence is partitioned into well formed words by calculating score of a possible pairs to merge and generated a syntactic tree as the pair the maximum score is merged into a compositional vectors that represents a region and provides a unique class label for every the new region till we represent for the entire region as shown in figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>“DEEP LEARNING NETWORK REPRESENTATION”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deep Learning Network</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Neural Network (CNN)</td>
<td>“Convolutional networks for images, speech, and time series”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Belief Networks (DBN)</td>
<td>“Deep neural networks for acoustic modeling in monaural speech recognition where the shared views of research groups”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursive Neural Networks (RVNN)</td>
<td>“Learning task dependent distributed representations by back propagation through structure for parsing natural scenes and natural language with recursive neural networks”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)</td>
<td>“Generative adversarial nets with unsupervised representation learning with deep convolutional generative adversarial networks”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)</td>
<td>“Auto-encoding variational bayes with unsupervised learning probabilistic graphical model”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

One of the most popular algorithms in “deep learning” is NLP and speech processing called as RNN [13, 14] that utilizes the ordered information in a network due to which many applications used embedded structure in the probable data series to generate desired knowledge with the use of time bound memory units which tend to include x the input layer with s the hidden layer and y the output layer for obtaining an input sequence. In [14] three deep RNN approaches that include deep “Input-to-Hidden,” “Hidden-to-Output,” and “Hidden-to-Hidden” will lead to propose advantages of deeper RNN that reduces difficult learning process in deep networks by exploding gradients [16] which may decay due to multiplication operations are performed over tiny or maximum derivatives in the training process for reducing the sensitivity over time when compared with the preliminary inputs called as “Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)” [14] is used to resolve issues by generating memory blocks using recurrent connections by using memory cells to store network temporal states into very deep networks.

2.3 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

CNN is one of the most widely used algorithm in “deep learning” [7] that uses applications like NLP [21] for speech processing [26] and computer vision [20] as they are inspired by neurons for simulating the visual cortex in a lion’s brain with complex sequences in cells [22] where the major advantage is “parameter sharing for sparse interactions and equivalent representations of cells” with multi dimensional data obtained through a fully connected network. Sampling of layers is performed by pooling various layers that are connected where the input x is denoted into three dimensions: “m × m × r” where m is denoted for height and width and r represents depth. Kernel is represented by K comprises of various filters: n × n × q, where q denotes size and n represents a compressed image with weight W and bias b for generating feature map (hk) over a convolutional layer is:
\[ h^t = f(W^t \ast x + b^t). \] (1)

2.4 Deep Generative Networks

“Deep generative networks such as DBN, Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM), Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), and Variational Auto encoder (VAE) are hybrid probabilistic generative model using RBM over undirected connections are formed by the top two layers where the lower layers are the directed connections that receives inputs from lowest layer which is the visible layer that represents input states as a data vector in an unsupervised approach and in others”. Greedy algorithm is added to improve the generative model to form a “DBN that allows a sub-network to consecutively obtain distinct depictions of data as the initial weights W0 are mapped with the transposed weighted matrix WT0 to generate the maximum level “data” for the proceeding layer to log prospect of every input data vector with less than approximate distribution while appending a new layer into the DBN is improvised for every novel RBM block in the right process”. DBM [24, 25] has the capability to study complex inner depicted as a stronger “deep learning” model for performing object and speech recognition tasks as the approximate reasoning procedure allows handling of duplicate DBM inputs, due to this property a DBM is different from DBN as the complete process is based on directed belief networks rather than undirected called as RBMs. GAN [17, 18] comprises of productive model G and discriminative model D as G captures distribution pg over data at real time t by modeling data m rather than pg over every iteration for performing back propagation to generate maximum sensible data to deceive and randomize the discriminator for identifying deceived data produced by G with a value function V. VAE [19] employees the log likelihood of the data that influences the approach for obtaining minor bound estimator in a directed graphical model with implementation of continuous latent variables with generative parameters \( \theta \) for implementing “Auto Encoding Variational Bayes (AEVB) algorithm” for optimizing parameters \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) over the probabilities encoder \( q_{\phi}(z|x) \) in a possible neural network with approximation generative model \( p_{\theta}(x,z) \), where \( z \) denotes latent variable with normalization N(0)

2 DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUES AND FRAMEWORKS

“Deep learning algorithms” allows to improve learning process to simplify calculation process with a longer training time due to which model remains as a key issue with researchers as the classification accuracy of training data and parameters represent techniques and frameworks:

3.1 Unsupervised Transfer Learning

In recent era generative models such as GANs and VAEs are the predominant techniques over unsupervised “deep learning” as GANs are trained to reuse the fixed feature extractor using supervised tasks as the networks are based on CNNs for representing their incompatability as unsupervised learning while performing visual data analysis using sparse auto encoder over very large scale image dataset [25]. The data that is generated as unlabeled over network to extract data that can be further used for face detection by which we can detect high level objects to generate stochastic network based on transition operators called as transfer learning.

3.2 Online Learning

In the present day era stream of data with a huge time complexity is a major concern over various network topologies in “deep learning” with time static or time invariant [26] which is the mainstream research area with the advancement of online “deep learning” as the conventionally DNNs are constructed over “Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)” that update individually all the parameters with unique labels for processing streams in a sequential manner or as a batch processing over “Identically Distributed (IID)” with which computing resources and execution time are decreased drastically with high velocity over varying distributions with a certain degree of association with linear learning pace on every input sample.

3.3 Optimized deep learning

Optimization process over DNN is performed by finding the parameters in a network to reduce loss function as most of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CNN &amp; RNN SUPPORT</th>
<th>DBN SUPPORT</th>
<th>REFERENCEx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TENSORFLOW</td>
<td>“LARGE-SCALE MACHINE LEARNING ON HETEROGENEOUS DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS WHERE THE CORE LANGUAGE USED IS C++ AND INTERFACES SUPPORTED ARE PYTHON &amp; MATLAB”</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>MARTÍN ABADI, ET AL. [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEANO</td>
<td>“A FLEXIBLE AND EFFICIENT MACHINE LEARNING LIBRARY FOR HETEROGENEOUS DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS WHERE THE CORE LANGUAGES USED ARE C++, PYTHON, R, SCALA, PERL”</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>RAMI AL-RIFOU, ET AL. [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXNET</td>
<td>“A MODULAR MACHINE LEARNING SOFTWARE LIBRARY BEING IMPLEMENTED IN C++ AND PYTHON”</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>TIANGI CHEN, ET AL. [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORCH</td>
<td>“NEON DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK BEING IMPLEMENTED IN PYTHON”</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>RONAN COLLONER T, ET AL. [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>“CONVOLUTIONAL ARCHITECTURE FOR FAST FEATURE EMBEDDING BEING IMPLEMENTED IN PYTHON AND MATLAB”</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YANG QING JIA, ET AL. [33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fundamental algorithms are imparted over “deep learning” as the process adjust various parameters in a iterative manner.
over training sample as the computational complexity of SGD is tiny than the original gradient as the whole dataset is considered when ever parameters are updated. In the learning progression the updating velocity is prohibited by the hyper parameter learning rate as the lower learning rates will eventually lead to a state which is optimal though the data is fluctuated due to decay or loss [27] due to which the idea of momentum is introduced to determine the proper learning rate where the weight decay implements as penalty coefficient in cost function to reduce over fitting and improvisation of performance. The learning rate is further amplified whenever the parameters are updated by recording the generated gradient squares which are always positive.

\[ E[g^2][t]_t = \beta_2E[g^2][t-1] + (1 - \beta_2)g^2. \]  

where \( E[g^2][t]_t \) is the accumulated squared gradient at stage \( t \) and \( g^2 \) is the squared gradient at stage \( t \) which is improved further by adding decay fraction \( B1 \) to record the accumulation using Adams[27] I-2 norm is reinstated to make the algorithm stable.

3.4 Distributed System based Deep learning

Competence of training model is accelerated in distributed “deep learning” techniques over training process using data parallelism and model parallelism replicated over computational nodes where model is trained within assigned subset of data following certain period of time to synchronize the nodesWhere as in model parallelism data is practiced with a model in which each node is accountable for executing inference of parameters in the model. “Let \( W_{t,i} \) represents a parameter in neural network node \( i \) at a specific time \( t \) with slave nodes \( N \) used for training with master node”:

\[ w_{t+1} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} W_{t+1} \]  

Scalability of model parallelism is inferior as the framework takes the embedding represents each operations over different devices when compared with human experts.

4 FRAMEWORKS OF DEEP LEARNING

Table 2 represents “the list of popular deep learning frameworks for implementing architecture designs where the table represents CNN & RNN and DBN frameworks supported are listed”. By observing the Table 2 is “usually implemented using C++ for implementing deep learning frameworks that accelerate the training speed as it uses GPU which is significantly improve spread up process of matrix evaluation using the interface presented by CuDNN [34] as python has emerging to be a preferable language for implementing deep learning architecture as python is more efficient programming language and simple to implement process due to which the distributed calculation become more easy in some of the latest frameworks like TensorFlow and MXNet tend to improve the processing speed and efficiency while performing deep learning”. TensorFlow contains the support to be provided to adapt “deep learning Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) called Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) to help increase the efficiency and decrease the power consumption”. TensorFlow is instigated as customized “deep learning” process that provides sequence of internal functions to implement any deep neural network oriented static processing graph attainment [28] “Keras started to support Tensorflow via a high level interface that is used to develop architecture without considering internal design as the framework is implemented using parallel and distributed operations with fatal tolerance due to which most of the developers adopted Tensorflow popular deep learning” framework. Theano [29] and Neon [32] are the frameworks that are developed in Python to perform code optimization in the developed system with detailed utilization of kernel level due to which the training speeds typically outperform when compared with existing frameworks as Python extensively support parallelism and multi GPU environment but the major disadvantage in this framework is the multi node calculation is not designed in these framework. MXNet "supports several interfaces, including C++, Python, R, Scala, Perl, MATLAB, Javascript, Go, and Julia [30] as it supports both computation graph declarations and imperative computation while performing architecture design as MXNet extensively supports data and model parallelism with distinct parameter over various server schemes to support distributed calculations with most comprehensive functionality. But the major disadvantage in this frame work is performance is not optimized as that of other existing frameworks". Torch [31] has its “deep learning” features that are merged with “Facebook’s deep learning CUDA library (fbcunn)” [35] as Torch can operate over model and data level computation over parallel systems due to which it is built on a dynamic graph denote instead of a static graph as to be a dynamic graph that allows us to update the computational graph at runtime by defining functions to generate advanced graphs. Due to all of these advantages Torch is considered to be the most utilized framework. Caffe framework is implemented using the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center due to which it is considered to be most extensively used framework [33] as the most extensively used layers for CNN and RNN and the disadvantage of this framework is it doesn’t utilize DBN framework. The main advantage of Caffe is the structure of computation graphs that are based on convolutional layers as pre-trained models in neural networks. Another limitation of Caffe framework is it is single-machine framework as it cannot support execution in multimode but the exception is while executing multi-GPU calculations.

3 DEEP LEARNING APPLICATIONS

“Deep learning” applications are implemented using NLP Natural Language processing where data is processed using visual tools and speech is used for performing audio processing and many other application make use of social network to analyze social impact and health analysis where each application uses its own tools and methodology.

5.1 Natural Language Processing (NLP)

NLP is a collection of techniques and algorithms that are used to train the computer machines for performing various tasks by using human language as input where the process includes various phases such as “document classification, translation, paraphrase identification, text similarity, summarization, and question answering” as shown in Table 3.
**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deep Learning Applications</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>NLP Support</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment Analysis</td>
<td>&quot;Convolutinal neural networks for sentence classification used to perform sentiment analysis and general classification are imposed&quot;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yoon Kim, et al. [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>&quot;Neural machine translation by jointly learning to align and translation.&quot;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Dzmitry Bahdanau, et al. [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para Phrase Identification</td>
<td>&quot;Dynamic pooling and unfolding recursive auto encoders for paraphrase detection&quot;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Richard Socher, et al. [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarization</td>
<td>&quot;Extractive summarization using continuous vector space models&quot;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mikael Kageâ®ck, et al. [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question &amp; Answer</td>
<td>&quot;Question answering over Freebase with multi-column convolutional neural networks&quot;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Li Dong, et al. [40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sentiment Analysis is a branch of NLP to perform text classification based on the inputs given by writer as sentiment analysis are represented with the natural phrases such as positive or negative by eliminating classifications related to subjectivity methods as the "Recursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN)" [41] represents word vectors and parses by constructing a tree of phrases with captured interactions between various elements in a recursive manner to attain sentence level classifications called grammar. Machine Translation is performed in "deep learning" by improvising conventional automatic conversion methods that are suggested by Cho et al. [13] used RNN based encoding and decoding architectures over a "Neural Machine Translation (NMT)" with "RNN Encoder Decoder frameworks" used to map input sequences into fixed length vectors. Bahdanau et al. [37] implemented dynamic-length vector that translates text using translation procedures using binary search operation as a predictive translation process which is computationally expensive and inefficient while handling rare words. "Google’s Neural Machine Translation (GNMT)" [42] proposed character level models as it is a deep LSTM network with eight encoder decoder layers connected with attention based mechanism.

Paraphrase identification analyzes two sentences and projecting based on the similarity in their fundamental hidden semantics as one of the key feature that is advantageous over numerous NLP jobs like “plagiarism detection, answers to questions, context detection, summarization, and domain identification”. Socher et al. [38] implemented the use of unfolding “Recursive Auto encoders (RAEs)” for measuring the comparison of two sentences. By using syntactic trees that are used to develop the feature space by measuring both phrase and word level matches though it is similar to RvNN as a whole and RAE plays a major key role in implementing unsupervised classification by computing and reconstruction error instead of generating the supervised score while performing merge operation over two vectors yielding a compositional vector. This paper also introduces the dynamic pooling layer which is used to balance and categorize two sentences of distinct sizes as either a paragraph or any other such.

5.2 Visual Data Processing

CNN techniques comprises of issue handling techniques such as segmentation of images by performing classification leads to attract most of the data mining and “machine learning” researchers groups where the major research is performed on computer vision communities AlexNet [20] comprises of image classification results over a very large dataset with the GPU implementation using augmentation and dropout techniques to decrease over fitting problems. VGGNet [43] proposed a 19 layer CNN methods with the spatial size as input to reduce the depth of network is achieved by increasing the achieves with 7.4% top five error rate using simplicity and depth. Microsoft deep residual network (ResNet) [44] proposed the process by including ILSVRC and COCO segmentation and detection methods with residual connections attained 4% top five error rate by using vanishing gradients used to resolve deprivation issue for generating saturated accuracy in deep networks as ResNeXT [45] proposed the original version called (ResNet) which significantly utilizes half of layers of ImageNet dataset for performing image categorization over a definite period of time by utilizing supervised image classification techniques that exists. Object Detection and Semantic Segmentation in complex systems with many lower level features for performing object detection over a Region-based CNN (R-CNN) [46] that performs object detection using image classification over a selected region by taking a large dataset of small objects with labeled data to train a large data sets over CNN networks and ultra-deep networks YOLO (You Only Look Once) [47] is an online image detection technique that implements bounding box detection using 45 frames per second for comparing the existing real time systems as they fully utilizes convolutional networks which shares techniques such as object detection and achieves used to speed up the process. Single-Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [48] uses YOLO as its performance is accurate over region-based techniques for generating set of fixed sized bounding boxes with corresponding object scores at pixel level. Video Processing is considered to be a challenging task because the process includes spatial and temporal data over the CNN model [49] with multi-resolution architectures with local motion information along with context stream implemented over low-resolution image modeling techniques. Recurrent Convolution Networks (RCNs) [50] proposed video processing techniques using CNNs over video frames for imparting visual feeds their frames with transitional layers of CNNs with gated iterative unit based datasets like “YouTube2Text datasets”. Visual Datasets fully depends over the improvisation of novel learning algorithms that make use of powerful hardware systems for processing very large scale datasets to train “deep learning” algorithms by considering influential datasets.
4 CHALLENGES OF DEEP LEARNING

Most of the domains are yet to be researched due to its challenging nature that lacks data which is present in general public that creates significant opportunities for performing future research like the lingering black box perception over DNNs to perform decisions without analyzing the domain knowledge [51] specially when data is generated without physical manifestation by mapping layers of a neural networks with yeast cell of DNA attained through microscopic nucleotides as the process takes instructions from the DNA to generate proteins due to which DNA is updated. Google Brain [52] is a unique technique that implements the synthetic brain of DNN called “inceptionism” where each neuron’s estimate values that are grouped with technique called the “deep dream” used to map network’s generated response. Manning et al. [53] represents similar methods with semantic dataset by comprises of distinct network paths that are activated by various statisticians and “machine learning” professionals using “deep learning” to relate neural networks with physical or biological phenomenon to develop metaphysical relationships with DNN brain for simplifying interfaces with low processing overheads. The major issue in “machine learning” is that training samples are not sufficiently available with labels [54] as the data in the present era is ranging from zetta bytes to peta bytes of data being generated on hourly basis with a huge exponential growth due to which the aspect of labeled data is a issue need to be resolved by implementing supervised learning using sentimental analysis by dividing huge data sets into smaller ones. Due to huge increase in size and complexity of data unsupervised learning is a predominant solution with the issues such as data scarcity and cleaning of data is another issue as we have to clean the data based on observations rather than any approximated values which leads to impart “deep learning” methods. Maryam M [55] implemented their methodology with 80 million low resolution images and executed queries by reducing noisy labels and increasing total number of applications with streaming live formats such as time series with social networks.

5 CONCLUSION

“Deep learning” in the present era is the most renown topic in “machine learning” defined as a various layers that implement nonlinear processing with the existence of multiple levels of data that is discovered with distinct patterns as the data is represented in the form of raw data. “Machine learning and data mining techniques” tend to generate knowledge at a higher level of data that represents in the form of streams of raw data over maximum real world applications. In this paper we have reviewed and presented optimization techniques with popular frameworks in this area which is a major challenge to perform, we have take 55 papers or research articles to illustrate the existing solutions and show insight on challenges by considering maximum issues in the present era.
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